The political treatment is in the style of Godard. As in Mar- celline, Feminine and Le Chinoise, the protagonist of I Am Curious spends half the time interviewing people. “Does Swe- den have a class system?” is asked of the man on the street well beyond the point of tedious- ness. The browsing may be curious, but the viewer soon ceases to be.

It is especially disappointing that despite all the political ef- fort, this film has nothing politi- cal to say, aside from the unori- ginal idea that everything is lou-

Nevertheless, the film is some- thing of a pioneer, and is to be credited for its iconoclasm.
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A demonstrator confronts an aged professor in a corridor.

DEMONSTRATOR: I'm not impressed, but more on that later. Your position's illogical And hence pathological.

If your parents like capitalist philosophy It's the opposite, Marxian philosophy, that you must needs be. Hardy intellectually, but an emotional condition, For which I consign you all to perdition. Besides, the University's the one S.D.S. picks on. Why don't you talk to Richard M. Nixon.
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